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Copy & Paste this template:

<COMMUNITY NAME> members will NEVER DM you first and NEVER ask for your
information or send you links to "fix" your account. Be suspicious of anyone who reaches
out to you in private Never share your private keys or passwords with ANYONE (even if they
claim to be from the <COMMUNITY NAME> Team)

Welcome to the <COMMUNITY NAME> Discord!

1. Treat everyone with respect. Absolutely no harassment, witch hunting, sexism, racism, or
hate speech will be tolerated.

2. No spam or self-promotion (server invites, advertisements, etc) without permission from a
staff member. This includes DMing fellow members.

3. No NSFW or obscene content. This includes text, images, or links featuring nudity, sex, hard
violence, or other graphically disturbing content.

4. Keep conversations in English. Other languages are only allowed in their respective
'international' channels.

5. If you see something against the rules or something that makes you feel unsafe, let staff
know. We want this server to be a welcoming space!



Copy & Paste this template:

<COMMUNITY NAME> SERVER RULES

1. Be kind and helpful to one another!

2. This is a family friendly community! Keep that in mind with the conversations had and the content
posted.

3. Keep things civil. Having different opinions is totally okay - hostile arguments are not.

4. No spamming allowed! Shilling is prohibited.

5. If a team member or moderator asks you to pivot or move onto another topic, please adhere to their
request.

6. If moderator provides guidance or admonishment, please follow their instructions. If you are asked to
refrain from taking specific action on our Discord server, you are NOT to circumvent this instruction by
going directly to the founders or anyone else. Decisions made by our moderators and community team

members are supported by the <COMMUNITY NAME> organization and leadership team.

7. If you are feeling uncomfortable, unsafe, harassed, or concerned about anything, please let
<COMMUNITY LEAD> or an active Moderator know.

8. Any general concerns/questions can be posted in ︱general-chat as long as they are respectful.

INSTA BAN RULES

We want this discord to be a safe place for everyone. In order to make sure that is the case, there are a
few rules that will result in being instantly banned from the server.

1. Under NO circumstances will the following be tolerated: racism, sexism, homophobia, or bigotry of
any kind.

2. Deliberately posting NSFW content.

3. Scamming and spreading misinformation - if you are under the impression you have encountered a
scammer, go to ︱report-scams or message an active Moderator.

In addition to our established rules, the community is also expected to uphold Discord’s guidelines:
https://discord.com/guidelines.



Copy & Paste this template:

Welcome to the <COMMUNITY NAME> Server!

We're excited to have you here!

The purpose of this server is to keep the <COMMUNITY NAME> Community updated and to
have fun!

You will be kept updated with all the new updates in ┃announcements

Rules:

- Be friendly with everyone in this server. This is a place of equality and acceptance with
artists, collectors. Be respectful of those around you.

- Keep content SFW. Do not use use profile pic, message or and links containing NSFW
content.

- Do not spam any link, pings in the server. Only ping moderators and admin when there is a
serious issue that needs to be addressed immediately.

- No unsolicited DMs [Please ask in the channel first]

- Be Safe ! Nobody should ask for your passwords or seed phrases ever. We recommend not
to trade based on trust alone. Use the appropriate platforms for selling/trading.

- If something is unclear, ask one of the mods or admins

- Be respectful to the community

Discord Guidelines and ToS will be considered in addition to our rules: https://discord.com/
guidelines



Copy & Paste this template:
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Copy & Paste this template:

:R_: :one: :L_:

Respect everyone. Any derogatory phrases or statements are not allowed. Nothing said with harmful
intent to another will be tolerated.

:R_: :two: :L_:

No explicit content of any kind: nudity and other graphic content is strictly prohibited. This applies to
names and profile pictures.

:R_: :three: :L_:

You may not spam, use excessive caps, attempt to evade moderation and bots.

:R_: :four: :L_:

Use channels for their appropriate purposes and do not post promotion links without permission.

:R_: :five: :L_:

No massive pinging multiple users at a time.

:R_: :six: :L_:

Do not share or leak any personal information with other members.

:R_: :seven: :L_:

Please don’t purposefully try to incite drama or fights. Avoid bringing up or “joking” about sensitive and
divisive topics.

:R_: :eight: :L_:

If you need help, please ask politely. Please do not ask for money, free handouts, etc. Members are
trying to have meaningful discussions without being subjected to aggressive solicitation.

:R_: :nine: :L_:

If you do not wish to play with someone, be respectful, and ask nicely for them to leave. If they refuse to
leave, walk away from the situation. If they follow/harass you, report it to a Discord Moderator.

:R_: :keycap_ten: :L_:

Keep names appropriate. They must follow all other rules of the server, attempt to keep names easy to
read and type.
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